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Customizable Three-Dimensional-Printed Origami
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Shaping for Safe Interactions
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Abstract—Fast-growing interests in safe and effective robot–
environment interactions stimulated global investigations on soft
robotics. The inherent compliance of soft robots ensures promis-
ing safety features but drastically reduces force capability, thereby
complicating system modeling and control. To tackle these limi-
tations, a soft robotic joint with enhanced strength, servo perfor-
mance, and impact behavior shaping is proposed in this paper,
based on novel three-dimensional-printed soft origami rotary ac-
tuators. The complete workflow is presented from the concept of
origami design and analytical modeling, joint design, fabrication,
control, and validation experiments. The proposed approach facil-
itates a fully customizable joint design towards the desired force
capability and motion range. Validation results from models and
experiments using multiple fabricated prototypes proved the excel-
lent performance linearity and superior force capability, with 18.5-
N·m maximum torque under 180 kPa, and 300-g self-weight. The
behavior shaping capability is achieved by a low-level joint-angle
servo and a high-level variable-stiffness regulation; this signifi-
cantly reduces the impact torque by 53% and ensures powerful and
safe interactions. The comprehensive guidelines provide insightful
references for soft robotic design for wider robotic applications.

Index Terms—Behavior shaping, customizable design, impact
safety, soft robotics, three-dimensional (3-D) printed origami.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE safe interaction between robots and environments has
received increasing attention in recent years. In particular,

robot behaviors to unpredictable impacts attract vast research
attention, from motor-driven rigid robots [1], [2] with active
impact avoidance and regulation to soft robots [3]–[7] with a
passive inherent compliance resulting from flexible materials,
mechanisms, or fluidic actuation. Shaping the interaction be-
haviors of robots, including both passive impact responses and
active control, is crucial for robots to conduct normal functional-
ity effectively, while handling unpredictable impacts safely [8],
[9]. Compared with rigid robots, soft robots are inherently com-
pliant and adaptable, while considerably reducing the weight
and cost. These features of soft robots facilitated their transi-
tions from laboratory prototypes to products [10] for various
applications from wearable robots [11]–[13] to surgical robots
[14] and manipulators [4]. However, the performance and ap-
plication of soft robots are hampered by the reduced structural
stiffness, limited force capabilities, and challenges in precise
modeling and control due to hyperelastic material nonlinearity
and complex motion patterns.

Pioneering efforts on soft robotic joints actuated by two antag-
onistic linear McKibben-type actuators [14]–[18] show promis-
ing interaction behaviors with the implementation of PID [19],
sliding mode [20], adaptive [21], or model-based controllers
[22]. However, the system performances are mainly limited by
the McKibben actuators with limited effective force, motion
range, and excessive output nonlinearity. Conventional rotary
vanes [23] offer another possibility for robotic joint design with
inherent compliance from air compressibility, while departing
from the closed-chamber design of soft robots leads to their
heavy reliance on precision machining and regular servicing.
Combining rotary vanes with soft robots, rotary elastic cham-
ber (REC) type actuators have been used in wearable robots
showing promising perspectives [24], applying soft bellows into
a concise rigid rotary joint. However, limited by the charac-
teristics of bellows, the nonlinearity and the limited effective
motion range of REC joints are hard to be overlooked. Re-
cent studies on origami-inspired soft robots [24]–[28] show a
promising perspective on easy fast actuation and programmable
performance with a simple patterned design and a lightweight
body.
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Fig. 1. Concept of SoRA with pressure sensor and encoder embedded. Cham-
bers’ pressure P1 , P2 , chambers’ central angles θ1 , θ2 , and joint angle α are
illustrated.

In this paper, we propose an origami soft robotic joint
(see Fig. 1) to tackle the aforementioned issues, with three-
dimensional (3-D) printed pneumatic soft origami rotary
actuators (SoRAs) achieving customizable large force capabil-
ity, excellent performance linearity, and variable stiffness for
effective and safe interactions between robots and unstructured
environments.

The main contributions of this paper include: 1) a novel
3-D-printed origami robotic actuator and joint, with design,
modeling, and fabrication details validated; 2) detailed quan-
titative methods of customization to achieve the desired force
and motion range; and 3) a hybrid controller with stiffness tun-
ing and interaction control to achieve effective behavior shap-
ing for safe robot–environment interactions. A comprehensive
guideline is formulated, from modeling, design, fabrication, and
control to customizing a soft robotic joint system.

This paper is organized as follows: The concept and me-
chanical design of an origami chamber and robotic joint are
presented in Section II. Section III presents the modeling work
on the robotic system. Experimental validations on fabricated
prototypes with static analysis are followed in Section IV. Fi-
nally, control performances of position and stiffness towards
safe interactions are presented in Section V.

II. CONCEPT OF ORIGAMI AND JOINT DESIGN

A. Origami Concept and Geometric Design

The desirable features of SoRAs, from performance linearity,
repeatability, and customizable force and motion to variable
joint stiffness and high power-to-weight ratio, are fundamentally
enabled by a novel 3-D-printed origami chamber design by using
folding and deployment of origami structures with deformation
of flexible facets, instead of material inflation for other soft
robots, to generate rotary deformation and actuation.

Fig. 2. Concept of the origami chamber. Three working states: (a) NS, (b) FF
state, and (c) FD state, together with the (d) geometrics of one unit in the NS
and (e) form of the flat sheet.

The proposed design of the origami actuator chamber is
achieved by strategically integrating several primitive origami
patterns. Studies on origami patterns for the desirable behavior
have been well documented [29]–[35]. Engineering applica-
tions of origami are mainly focused on three basic patterns: The
Yoshimura pattern, the Miura-ori pattern, and the diagonal pat-
tern, which were developed from two basic origami structures
[29], namely, the reverse fold (RF) and the accordion fold (AF).
While the RF transits from one plane to another by breaking
the crease lines, the AF provides a template to combine the
multiunits. Our design [see Fig. 2(a)–(c)] takes inspiration from
the two basic folding patterns, with three working states un-
der loading, i.e., fully folded (FF), natural state (NS), and fully
deployed (FD).

The origami chamber is 3-D-printed in the NS [see Fig. 2(a)]
with uniform thickness. It could always return to the NS after
actuation. The other two states are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c)
to illustrate the chamber’s radial deformation under different
pressures. The central angle of the origami chamber in the initial
NS is θ0 , foldable to a minimum of θmin in the FF with a negative
supplied pressure (vacuum) and expandable to a maximum of
θmax in the FD under compression. θmin and θmax are crucial
in determining the rotary range of the origami chamber. θmin is
determined by the chamber’s wall thickness t, as illustrated in
Fig. 2(b), and is given by

θmin =
2nt

r1
. (1)

The max central angle θmax depicted in Fig. 2(c) is formulated
as follows:

θmax =
2na

r2
=

2nc

r1
(2)

where r1 and r2 are constants of the radius of the origami
chamber. r1 and r2 can be obtained from geometric functions
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Fig. 3. Exploded view of SoRA with design details.

as follows:
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

r2 − r1 = b

r1

r2
=

c

a

. (3)

Therefore, we obtain
{

r1 = bc/(a − c)
r2 = ab/(a − c)

. (4)

Substituting (4) into (1) and (2) gives
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

θmin =
2nt(a − c)

bc

θmax =
2n(a − c)

b

(5)

where a, c, b, t, d, and h are characterizing parameters of one
unit, from the n identical units as shown in Fig. 2(d). This unit
is folded from a flat sheet [see Fig. 2(e)] with illustrated valley
folds and mountain folds, which are labeled by dashed and solid
lines.

Equations (4) and (5) provide a quantitative guideline for
customizing the origami chamber, from a given set of desired
performance (θmin , θmax , r1 , r2) to a corresponding group of
design parameters (a, b, c, d, h, t, n) for the origami chamber.

B. SoRA Design

The proposed SoRA joint consists of two antagonistic air-
tight origami chambers, a rigid skeleton, and other auxiliary
components, including integrated pressure sensors and a rotary
encoder. The following features were added, as illustrated in
Fig. 3, to improve the air-tightness and performance.

1) Motion constraint of the origami chamber: With a large
external load opposing the actuation torque, radial bulging
(see Fig. 3) will occur. Rigid pins with bearings were
added to connect the chamber to the rigid skeleton, as
bulging constraints.

2) Connection buckles: To ensure a bidirectional force inter-
action between the chamber and the rigid skeleton, buck-
les were added to the chamber facades to match the rigid
skeleton.

3) Pneumatic connection to the chamber: The air inlet is
prone to structure distortion at high working pressures. A

Fig. 4. (a) Diagram of static torque illustration. Chambers 1 and 2 are as-
sumed to inflate to two perfect cylindrical rings during operation. (b) Modeling
illustrations on correlations of pressure, joint angle, and joint stiffness. The
motion-space plane with oblique lines depicted presents the correlations of joint
angles and groups of P1

′, P2
′ in free space. Curved lines in the motion-space

plane illustrate the constant stiffness as labeled. Unit of stiffness is N·m/rad.

snap-on pneumatic connection with cone screw threads
was proposed to ensure air-tightness and easy connection
(see Fig. 3).

III. MODELING

This section presents the modeling of the proposed SoRA
joint and the corresponding pneumatic actuation system, char-
acterizing the correlations of air pressure, joint position, torque,
and variable stiffness.

A. Actuator Modeling

The proposed SoRA joint antagonistically actuates two ro-
tary origami chambers using compressed air for joint rotation
and stiffness control. The pressure difference between the two
origami chambers (see Fig. 1) causes rotation of the rigid plate
with torque T in the working space [0◦, α]. The joint neutral
state (α = 0◦) is defined as when these two origami chambers
are kept in the same state as illustrated. α > 0◦ when the joint
rotates anticlockwise from the neutral state.

Using a cylindrical shape to simplify the inflated origami
chamber, Fig. 4(a) illustrates the generated torque, which is
given by

T = T1 + T2 (6)

where T1 and T2 are the torques generated by Chamber 1 and
Chamber 2, which are given by

{
T1 = −kα +

∫ r2

r1
(P1 − P0)hrdr

T2 = −kα − ∫ r2

r1
(P2 − P0)hrdr

(7)

where k is an inherent stiffness constant, which depends on
the chamber’s material and structure, to be determined by cal-
ibration, details of which are discussed in Section V. P0 is the
standard ambient air pressure. Substituting (7) into (6) gives

T = −2kα +
h(r2

2 − r1
2)

2
(P1 − P2) (8)
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where h, r1 , and r2 are constants from the actuator design. There-
fore, full customization of both the motion range and torque can
be achieved by following (5) and (8) in the actuator design.

The joint stiffness K is also a critically important factor both
for motion control and impact behavior shaping and is defined
as follows:

K = −dT

dα
. (9)

Substituting (8) into (9) gives

K = −dT

dα
= 2k − h(r2

2 − r1
2)

2
∂(P1 − P2)

∂α
. (10)

To calculate ∂P1/∂α and ∂P2/∂α, assuming adiabatic ideal
gas [24], we obtain

{
P1 = m1RTa/V1

P2 = m2RTa/V2
(11)

where R is the specific gas constant, Ta is the absolute temper-
ature of the gas, m1 and m2 are the air mass in the origami
chambers, and V1 and V2 are their volumes, which can be ex-
pressed as follows:

{
V1 = θ1h(r2

2 − r2
1 )

V2 = θ2h(r2
2 − r2

1 )
(12)

where θ1 and θ2 are central angles of Chambers 1 and 2, respec-
tively. θ1 ,θ2 , and α should satisfy the following relations during
rotation:

{
θ1 = π + α

θ2 = π − α
. (13)

Combining (11)–(13), ∂P1/∂α and ∂P2/∂α are calculated
as follows:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

∂P1

∂α
=

∂P1

∂V1

∂V1

∂α
= −γ

P1

π + α

∂P2

∂α
=

∂P2

∂V2

∂V2

∂α
= γ

P2

π − α

(14)

where γ = 1.4 for air.
Substituting (14) into (10), the stiffness K becomes

K = 2k + γ
h(r1

2 − r0
2)

2(π2 − α2)
[π(P1 + P2) + α(P2 − P1)]. (15)

Equation (15) describes the correlations of pressure, joint
angle, and stiffness, as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). According to
(8), in free space, there is a motion-space plane, indicating that
the joint angles α correspond to given groups of (P1

′, P2
′),

where P1
′ and P2

′ are the relative pressures given by P1
′ =

P1 − P0 and P2
′ = P2 − P0 . In this motion-space plane, there

are evenly spaced curves showing the distribution of K in groups
of (P1

′, P2
′, α). Variables P1

′ and P2
′ are unique in achieving

the desired joint angle and stiffness.
Finally, a mathematical model revealing the dynamic behav-

ior of the joint system is derived for control purpose using
Lagrange’s equations of motion as follows:

Mα̈ + Ff + G + Γ = T (16)

where M is the inertia matrix, Γ is the external load, Ff is the
modeled friction, and G = mgh cos α is the potential energy
of mass m at a height of h cos α in a gravitational field with
constant g. For a preset joint angle and stiffness, solving (15)
and (16) yields a unique desired (P1 , P2).

B. Air-Flow Dynamics

The air pressures of the two chambers are key variables in the
control system. Referring to the well-documented study of air-
flow dynamics [36], air pressures can be regulated by controlling
the mass flow rate

.
m through valves. Thus, we have

.
m

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

C0AC1Pu√
Ta

,
Pd

Pu
≤ 0.528

C0AC2Pu√
Ta

(
Pd

Pu

)1/γ
√

1 −
(

Pd

Pu

)(γ−1)/γ

,
Pd

Pu
> 0.528

(17)

where the discharge coefficient of the orifice C0 is a dimen-
sionless constant term in most engineering works, C1 and C2
are constants for a given fluid, and Pd and Pu are, respectively,
the downstream and upstream pressures in the pneumatic cir-
cuit. As a result, transferring from (11), air pressures of the two
chambers are given by

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

.

P1 =
γRTa

V1
(

.
min − .

mout) − γP1

V1

.

V1

.

P
2

=
γRTa

V2
(

.
min − .

mout) − γP2

V2

.

V2

(18)

where m.
in and m.

out are, respectively, the mass flow-in
and mass flow-out rates through valves, both satisfying the
model (17).

Equation (18) reveals the correlations between P and mass
flow; it will be used for the lower level pressure control to
regulate the mass flow into and out of the actuator.

IV. EXPERIMENT VALIDATION

Models (8) and (15) on the correlations of torque, stiffness,
angle, and pressure are validated in this section.

Validation experiments were conducted with SoRA proto-
types with a motion range α ∈ [−60◦, 60◦]. Dimensions are
listed in Table I. In this prototype, the rigid skeleton was made
with aluminum alloy. Origami chambers were fabricated by a
3-D printer (Delta-bot consumer grade 3-D-printer) based
on fused deposition modeling with flexible thermoplastic
polyurethane. A uniform wall thickness of 1.3 mm was suffi-
cient to achieve air-tightness. Key printing parameters are noted,
which are as follows: Printing speed (10 mm/s), layer height
(0.08 mm), and fill density (100%). The finished prototype is
shown in Fig. 5(a).

Coping with the unique performance and characteristics of
soft robots, a dedicated experiment platform was developed to
test SoRAs, as shown in Fig. 5(b). A horizontal rotary table
was mounted to provide manual rotation, where a torque sensor
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TABLE I
SORA DIMENSIONS

Fig. 5. (a) Prototype of SoRA with sensors embedded. (b) Experimental plat-
form with the SoRA mounted for static tests. The top cap of the SoRA was fixed
to the mounting base. The bottom cap of the SoRA can be manually rotated by
connecting to the rotary table.

(−20 to 20 N·m, accuracy: 1%) was connected to the bottom
cap of a SoRA to measure the torque. The top cap of the SoRA
was fixed to the mounting base. With this configuration, the
joint could either be manually rotated or be fixed at a con-
stant joint angle. The joint was embedded with a rotary encoder
(0–360°, accuracy: 0.5%) and two pressure sensors (0–200 kPa,
accuracy: 0.5%). At the air inlet, two proportional valves (Festo
MPYE 5/3-way) were used to regulate the input pressure. There-
fore, real-time regulation and measurement of chamber pres-
sure, joint torque, and joint angle could be achieved from this
platform.

Fig. 6. Origami chamber static test results. (a–c) Performance repeatability
test: Origami 1, Origami 2, and Origami 3. Each test was repeated three times.
(d) Maximum withstanding pressure of the origami chamber. (e), (f) k calibration
and validation tests.

A. Origami Chamber: Repeatability Test

The performance repeatability, as an important characteristic
for an actuator, especially for a 3-D-printed soft actuator, was
validated. Three types of origami chambers [see Fig. 6(a)–(c)],
i.e., Origamis 1, 2, and 3, with the same unit parameters (a =
13 mm, b = 15 mm, c = 10 mm, d = 5 mm), same material
parameters (t = 1.3 mm), and different unit numbers (n = 5, 7, 9,
respectively) were tested in the platform. These chambers were
actuated in free space during the test. With the change of input
pressure P1

′, the joint angle increased. The input pressure and
joint angle were recorded. Each test was repeated three times.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c), where
a linear relation between the input pressure and the angle of
Origamis 1, 2, and 3 is exhibited. Multigroups of overlapped
lines illustrate the high performance repeatability of 3-D-printed
origami chambers. In addition, these three chambers followed
very similar pressure–angle tendency that the motion range in-
creased with increasing n. This tendency agreed with the rela-
tions of θmax and n revealed in model (5). Therefore, origami
chambers can be customized to the desired motion range by
selecting n.

The maximum withstanding pressure of the origami cham-
bers was also tested in free space with gradually increased air
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pressures from 0 kPa. As shown in Fig. 6(d), the origami cham-
bers with 1.3-mm wall thickness could withstand around 300-
kPa pressure before air leakage occurred in the pneumatic con-
nector. The main chamber body could withstand at least 400
kPa in further tests [see Fig. 6(d)] inspite of the leakage at the
connection point, suggesting potentials for further development.

B. Origami Chamber: Inherent Stiffness Calibration

A SoRA with Origami 1 (see Fig. 6) was utilized in the
calibration test to obtain and validate the inherent stiffness
constant k.

Following the same experimental procedure as the repeata-
bility test, the calibration test results were obtained and are
depicted in Fig. 6(e), with line-fitting. Referring to (7), the stiff-
ness constant k can be obtained by calculating the slope of the
function at T1 = 0, which was calculated as k = 2.87 N·m/rad.

Further experiments were conducted to validate the stiffness
constant k obtained from the calibration. Origami 1 was kept at
standard air pressure, i.e., P1

′ = 0 kPa. The joint was manually
rotated to record the exerted joint torques with varying angles.
Experimental results are depicted in Fig. 6(f). The modeled re-
sults obtained by substituting k into (7) are also illustrated in the
figure. Agreements between experimental and modeled results
can be observed with a mean error of 0.20 N·m. Therefore, the
estimated k = 2.87 N·m/rad can be used in the following study.

C. SoRA: Free-Space Test

A SoRA with Origami 3 (see Fig. 6) was chosen with the
largest motion range. Experiments were performed to validate
the joint static performances. Free-space tests were conducted
to validate the correlations of joint angle and pressure. During
the test, the pressure of Chamber 2 was maintained at the am-
bient air pressure, while Chamber 1 was actuated to drive the
joint. Relations between angles and pressure are illustrated in
Fig. 7(a), where the modeled results show excellent agreements
with the experimental results with a mean error of 1.52◦. A
maximum angle of 60◦ was achieved by actuating Chamber 1.
Since Chambers 1 and 2 had identical geometry, the SoRA is
capable of rotating in the proposed motion range [−60◦, 60◦].
The motion demonstration of the SoRA joint in free space is
shown in the supplementary video.

D. SoRA: Static Torque Test

The force capability of the joint was investigated in this ex-
periment. Equation (10) of static torque, chamber pressure, and
actuator dimensions was verified. Torque tests were conducted
to record the static torque under variable angle and air pressure
conditions.

The actuator joint angle was kept constant during the test.
Chamber 2 was connected to the atmosphere and kept at the
standard pressure P2

′ = 0 kPa, while increasing pressure P1
′ of

Chamber 1. Joint torques were recorded. In this experiment, five
constant angles (α = −60◦,−45◦, 0◦, 45◦) were set to validate
model (8). Tests in each set were repeated three times.

Fig. 7. SoRA static test results. (a) SoRA free-space test. (b) SoRA static
torque test. (c) SoRA variable stiffness test. Solid squares with illustration
denote the actual angle and stiffness at given pressures. The modeled results
corresponding to the experimental results are indicated as follows: α: dash line,
K: solid line, and intersecting circles: modeled results.

Relations between torque and pressure for different joint an-
gles are depicted in Fig. 7(b). The measured and modeled joint
torques for α = −60◦,−45◦, 0◦, 45◦ were in good agreement
with mean errors of 0.61, 0.64, 0.48, and 0.69 N·m, respec-
tively. The joint torques proportionally increased with increasing
pressures for constant angles, reaching the maximum torque of
18.5 N·m at P1

′ = 180 kPa, P2
′ = 0 kPa, and α = −60◦.

Considering the light self-weight of the origami chamber
(70 g) and the weight of the SoRA joint (300 g), a much higher
torque-to-weight ratio was achieved, compared with commer-
cial servo motors (e.g., AKMServo by Kollmorgen, peak torque:
7.2 N·m, weight: 2.9 kg [37]). Slight deviations were observed
between the experimental and modeled results, possibly caused
by the energy loss in structural deployment, which could be
compensated for in the controller discussed in Section V.

E. SoRA: Variable Stiffness Test

With the proposed robotic joint, as derived in (15), variable
stiffness could be achieved by varying P1 and P2 for various
angles α. To verify model (15), we tested the variable stiffness by
recording joint torques and angles. Experiments were performed
with closed valves and a constant mass of air held inside each
chamber. The experimental procedure consisted of three steps:
1) each chamber was supplied with corresponding pressures to
move the joint to the target angle in free space; 2) two valves
were closed to maintain constant air mass in both chambers; and
3) an external force was applied to the forearm to rotate it at
10°, with the required torque measured. The joint stiffness was
obtained by calculating the ratio of the measured torque to the
given angle difference, i.e., 10◦.

Joint angles and calculated stiffness values for different
P1

′ and P2
′ values are shown in Fig. 7(c), where solid squares

denote the actual joint angle and stiffness at the corresponding
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Fig. 8. (a) Schematic of the control system with hardware. (b) Control block
diagram of the joint system.

pressure coordinates. They should be close to the theoretical
model predictions at the same given pressure coordinates, which
are denoted by the solid circles at the intersecting points between
angle curves and stiffness curves. Four empirical points were se-
lected for the comparison throughout the entire working range of
the SoRA joint. As shown in Fig. 7(c), the experimental squares
(α,K) and the corresponding theoretical circles are either co-
inciding or closely adjacent to each other, demonstrating that
the stiffness of the SoRA can be modeled and actively placed
across the working range for different chamber pressures.

V. CONTROL AND BEHAVIOR SHAPING

In this section, a SoRA controller design with impact behav-
ior shaping is presented and validated by experiment results.
Developed from the platform shown in Fig. 5, the configuration
of the system with hardware is as shown in Fig. 8(a). In this
system, one rotary encoder and two pressure sensors were uti-
lized for the feedback of joint angle, velocity and pressure with
Kalman filters. Two proportional valves were used to provide
high-quality air-flow control, one per chamber, allowing antago-
nistic actuation with a microcontroller (Arduino Mega R2560).
The supplied air pressure to the system was 200 kPa.

To achieve pressure, angle, and stiffness control, a cascaded
feedback controller was constructed, as shown in Fig. 8(b),
based on the derived analytical SoRA models, with real-time
joint angle and chamber pressures as the outer and inner loop
feedback signals, respectively. With the implementation of the
cascade feedback controller, by adopting a lower level propor-
tional control for internal chamber pressure regulation, a higher
level angle and stiffness control by combining (15) and (16) with
PID feedback processing can be directly set from an external
port by users. Since the angle rotation in the joint would take
time to accumulate, the outer loop time constant is much larger
than that of the inner loop, sufficient for the cascade structure.

The proposed cascaded SoRA controller enabled the pas-
sive stiffness and the active regulation to have different
characteristics and to be tuned separately in order to cope with

different disturbances and tasks. Without external disturbances,
the joint will follow desired trajectories in a typical servo mode
defined by the PID parameters. Under fast impacts, the PID
control will not be sufficiently fast to respond; therefore, the
joint will follow its passive stiffness set by the preset pressures
and respond spontaneously. With slow disturbances or in the
restoring phase following the impact, the joint will be subject to
both passive stiffness and active PID regulations.

Main contributions of the proposed controller are as follows.
1) Variable stiffness setting: It enables the stiffness of the

joint to be selected and tuned within a certain range,
thereby determining the passive impact response.

2) PID control with enhanced bandwidth: A PID-based angle
servo was realized by regulating the mass flow of air in the
chambers. Thanks to the variable stiffness setting, the con-
troller could achieve a much faster trajectory-following
capability compared with other soft robotic controllers.

3) Unified hybrid controller for behavior shaping: This com-
bined passive stiffness setting with active PID regu-
lation, achieving a simultaneous angle servo with an
adjustable impact response. In addition, the passive (spon-
taneous) impact response and the active (PID-control-
based) impact rejection could be separately tuned towards
the desirable performance.

A. Joint Angle Control

Step response and sinusoidal function following tests were
conducted to demonstrate the accuracy, response speed, and
frequency of the SoRA joint. Step response results are shown
in Fig. 9(a), exhibiting an excellent joint tracking accuracy of
±0.3◦ with a fast reaction time of 0.3 s and a very low overshoot.
The joint angle control following in the sinusoidal function with
an angle amplitude of 17.2◦ was also performed. Fig. 9(b)–(e)
shows the joint trajectory at frequencies of 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2
Hz, respectively. The mean error in these four frequencies was
calculated and plotted in Fig. 9(f). Results indicated an excellent
tracking performance for the joint, where tracking errors were
<3° for 0.1 and 0.5 Hz, increasing gradually to around 5° for
increased reference signal frequency of up to 2 Hz.

A cycling test was conducted on the platform to measure the
life span of the origami chamber under cycling movements by
respectively following the sinusoidal signals at 1-Hz frequency
and 17.2◦ amplitude and moving in the full motion range. It
was indicated that the origami chamber was still in the working
state over 10 000 cycles, both with full motion range and with
sinusoidal signal-follow. The sinusoidal signal following results
before (first cycle) and after (10 000th cycle) the cycling test are
depicted in Fig. 9(g), which suggest that the performance of the
origami chamber could be maintained.

B. Behavior Shaping Test

To validate the capability of behavior shaping, two tests were
conducted, with a forearm and a 0.9-kg block connected to its
tip by an inextensible cable to apply a repeatable impact.

The objective of the first test was to validate the ability of
the soft joint to passively reduce the impact without any active
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Fig. 9. Controller tests. (a) Step response test results. (b–e) Sinusoidal test
results for 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2 Hz. (f) Angle mean error at the tested reference signal
frequencies. (g) Cycling test results showing the sinusoidal function following
performance before and after the cycling test.

control. In this test, the joint was initially held at α = 0◦; a
sudden impact was simulated of the block falling freely from
the same height under three conditions, i.e., fully fixed state
(K = ∞, α = 0◦), actuated state (K = 15, α = 0◦), and free-
space state (K = 5.7, α = 0◦). The joint was fixed with bolts
in the fully fixed state. In the actuated state, Chambers 1 and
2 were set to the desired stiffness. In the free-space state, both
chambers were kept at standard air pressure. The impact torques
were recorded by the torque sensor on the joint; each test was
repeated three times. The experimental results, as plotted in
Fig. 10(a), indicated that, compared with the fully fixed state,
the additional compliance could significantly reduce the torque
during impact. As shown in Fig. 10(b), the peak torque could
be maximally reduced by as much as 53% from 4.7 to 2.5 N·m.

The second test was focused on validating the ability of the
hybrid cascaded controller with both high-level and low-level
control. The same procedure as for the first test was repeated but
with the active PID angle control turned-ON. Fig. 10(c) shows the
desired angle, the measured angle, the desired stiffness, and the
measured stiffness, with the impact occurring at 3.06 s, which
resulted in a sudden angle variation of 7.3◦ and further affected
the pressure of the two chambers. The differences in the reaction
speed were clearly demonstrated here. When the impact torque
peaked after 0.2 s, the active controller took 0.9 s to recover and
restore to the original state. Compared with the results from the
first test, although the active PID controller was slower than the

Fig. 10. Behavior shaping tests. (a) Passive impact reduction test results.
The joint torque compared between a fixed joint at α = 0◦ and a joint with
a preset stiffness of K = 15. The peak impact torque could be reduced by
40%, but without the active angle control, the joint angle could not be restored.
(b) Relations between the stiffness and impact. (c) Hybrid control with passive
stiffness and active regulation; disturbance could be restored by returning to the
original angle.

passive stiffness preset, it could successfully restore the joint
from the impact disturbance back to the desired angle.

In summary, combining passive stiffness presetting and
active PID cascade control, the proposed SoRA joint ex-
hibits distinctive characteristics for impact response and
disturbance rejection, similar to the impedance control for
rigid admittance-type robotic manipulators. However, the soft
robotic approach differs fundamentally from rigid robots in that
the passive stiffness setting generated the fastest and, hence,
the most fundamental impact response, while for rigid robots
the high-speed PID control loop dominated all subsequent
high-level behaviors. The results presented in this paper are
only preliminary. Future works will investigate further towards
efficient impact behavior shaping for soft robots.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented the design, modeling, fabrication, and
control of a novel pneumatic soft origami robotic joint show-
ing substantially improved payload, performance linearity, and
variable stiffness with effective behavior shaping for safe robust
effective robot–environment interactions. These features were
primarily facilitated by the proposed soft 3-D-printed origami
chamber with a high payload of 18.5 N·m at 180-kPa actuation
pressure and a completely customizable design towards perfor-
mance indices. Analytical models for the customizable origami
chamber design to achieve the desired force capability and mo-
tion range were provided. The linearity and relations between
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joint torque, angle, and pressure were modeled and validated on
a proprietary experimental platform. An experimental validation
of the variable stiffness modeling of the joint was conducted.
A hybrid cascaded controller with active angle and stiffness
control was developed and implemented onto the joint system,
achieving a high angle servo accuracy of 0.3◦, a large bandwidth
of 2 Hz, fast response speed within 0.3 s, and impact behavior
shaping, reducing the impact torque by 53%, while preserving
impact restoration capabilities. A lifecycle test was conducted
on the SoRA prototype, with over 10 000 full actuation cycles
without failure.

Although the approach of a robot joint driven by antag-
onistic inflatable chambers was proposed decades ago using
rubber or plastic bellows, in this study, the proposed origami
design approach and the 3-D-printing fabrication method pro-
vided substantially new insights. Not only can the proposed
SoRA joints be strong, precise, and responsive, they can also
be PID-controlled to follow fast-changing desired trajectories.
Moreover, by adopting the origami approach, the performance
of the SoRA joint could be customized by mechanical design,
with the guideline models readily provided in this study. In
the end, the impact behavior shaping enabled by the SoRA
joint’s excellent performance was formulated by the proposed
hybrid SoRA controller and validated by experiment results,
showing that the SoRA joint could offer an inherently safe im-
pact response combined with active disturbance rejection tuned
according to applications. This enables new behavior-shaping
possibilities for soft robots, where unintended impacts can be
seamlessly integrated into controller synthesis, without affect-
ing the normal working conditions, enabling safe and effective
robotic operation within unknown and uncertain environments.

Future work will investigate the behavior-shaping potentials
of soft robots, exploring the applications of the proposed joint
system in various environments, as well as further developments
of the proposed SoRA joint into multiple DOF robotic systems.
System actuation speed and control will also be investigated to-
wards improved performances for interaction and manipulation
applications.
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